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Jomes Yates Elected
U.S.A.E.S. Preside�t.

URBANA, Ill. - James Yates, LaSalle College of Phila
delphia, has been elected president of the United States
Association of Evening Students.
His election came during the 1969 Galaxy Conference
on Adult Education, in session through Thursday at the
Shoreham and Sheraton Park Ho-' •
tels, Washington, D.C.
tary - Miss Mary Harback, MonAlso elected were:
roe .Community College, Rochester,
Vice president - Miss Ann Gunn, N.Y.; treasurer - Jack Garrett,
Northwestern University, Evans Rider College, Lawrenceville, N.J.;
ton, Ill.; corresponding secretary
- Miss Margaret Smolik, Cleve advisor (pa.st president), George
land State University (Ma.in), A. deZayas, Fairleigh Dickinson
Cleveland, OhiQJ recording secre- Universi�y, Teaneck, N.J.
--------------------------

Birnbaum Resigns
As Vice Chancellor

Assemblyman To C,onduct Heuring
On Feasibility of Open Enr·ollm·ent

Assemblyman Milton Jonas, Chairm:an of the Joint Legislative Committee on Higher
Education today announced the hearing to be held on Tuesday and Wednesday, December
16 and 17, beginning at 10:30 a."m. at the Graduate Center of the City University of New
York, 33 West 42 Street.
The subject of the hearing will be the implementation of the plan to establish open ad
missions at the City University next year.
This important program will be evaluated and reported by the Committee to the Legis1 ature at the �arl'iest possi'ble d at e.
_
.
.
.
.
Assemblyman Jonas said, "Responsible answers to the fiscal questions that are raised
y
the
open
admissions
program
must
be
fo und. We can ill afford to make promises that
b
might not be kept to high school students who are looking to this plan to provide educar
tional opportunity that will lead to a productive place in our society."
The Joint Legislative Committee expects to receive testimony of all interested parties
\ on this important question.

Chancellor Albert H. Bowker of the City University of
New York today announced his acceptance of the resigna
tion of Dr. Robert Birnbaum as vice chancellor for the ex
ecutive office, effective January 4, 1970.
In malting the announcement, Dr. Bowker noted "the
outstanding contributions made to··
the university by Dr. Birnbaun1 sponsibilities o:f his new position,
during the five years he has been Dr. Birnbaum will work with the
associated with its administration." CUNY faculty to consider the de
The Chancellor also announced velopme11t of a research institute
that Dr. Birnbaum had agreed to or university-wide educational pro
continue his association with CUNY gram fo.r the training of personnel
as dfrecter of the newly c�·eated in higher education. His office will
Office for Research in Higher Edu also explore possible · cooperative
cation and as a special assistant
to Dr. Bowker for special projects. or consortium relationships with
In addition to the research re- other institutions.

Dr. Rothman Elect,ed
Faculty Secretary
At a meeting held Tuesday, December 9, 1969, Professor
Edward Rothman, Law Department, was electe<!l Secreta ry
of the Baruch College Business and Public Administration
Faculty. Dr. Rothman was elected to the one year position
vacated by the resignation of Professor NaNin, Music De
partment.

Professor Rothman, Law Department, elected Faculty's Secretary.
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Agne·w's Drba1n Affairs Assista,nt
W,iH S pea,k At Faculty Se1mi,nar.
1

1

Dr. Jean E. Spencer, special assistant for urban affairs to Vice President Spiro T.
Agnew, will be the guest sch0lar at 8 o'clock Mond'ay (December 15) evening at the fac
ulty seminar of the City University of New York's Hunter College Urban Research Center.
. According to Professor Seymour Z. Mann, chairman of Hunter's DepartIXJ.ent of Ur
ban Affairs, the subject of the seminar, open to faculty members of all Hunter academic
departments, will be "National Urban Policy and the Role of the University."
Seminar participants wUJ inch1de outsta:n..ding urban affairs scholars :from CUNY
colleges and other campuses in the metropolitan area.
Dr. Spencer is Vice President Agnew's representative on the Urban Affairs Council.
She was formerly professor of political science at the University of Maryland where she
was director of the Bureau of Governmental Research. She served as research director of
the Maryland State Constitutional Convention.
/
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POET'S CORNER
A diversified selection from
your favo1rite poet lauretes
I'D RATHER BE RIGHT

Student Advisory Council
Urges Open Enrollment

The Student Advisory Council and the University Fac
ulty Senate affirm their common commitment to an Open
H�!�thman takes a yuleAdmissions Policy for the City Univernity. We differ ori some
t ide poke at Pres. Weaver
details for implementing that policy. But we are in full ac
cord regarding the fundamental principles on which it is
ATTACK _______
P. Guzzardo on the Fourth
based and the important goals which it, seeks to achieve.
Reich
Specifieally we agree that any Open Admissions Policy
must be designed tu increase the number of Black and Puerto
OPINION
1
Zave Unger discusses the
Rican students in the University's senior colleges; and that
Haynesworth nomination
it must be designed to provide the fullest remedial, suppor
tive and counseling services for all students who may re
ANOTHER FACE
Barbara Pick takes a new
quire them.
twist on integration
We are committed to an Open Admissions Policy which
will equalize educational opportunity for all the young people
THE GRADUATE TEMPER
Cavalier on the importance
of our city whi-le it also maintains the standards of ex
of running for GSA
cellence of Qur University.
We believe that if both students and faculty will pledge
GIVE PEACE A CHANCE
F. Nesson discusses Peace
their energies and if both the city and state governments
on Earth vs. Christmas
will provide the resources these goals can be achieved.
The Student Advisory Council and the University Fac
CROSSWORD PUZZLE ·····-··
Looks easy? Try it!!
ulty Senate commit themselves to a common effort to secure
Plus articles of lasting interest the student-faculty cooperation and the necessary funds to
from our dynamic staff.
''----�-------� make Open Admission a reality and a success.
3

Registration , and Final Schedules- See
Job Placement Interviews - See
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Herb Rothman
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-------------�----·dvertising Manager
Keep Up the Good Work!
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Speech Department
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Lewis Sturm
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Letter: Stanford
. Grad. School
Aids Minorities

Out of an intensity of feelings,
Mixed with a touch of madness,
Spiced with a mixture
Of despair and hope,
Out of the strange angles
Of intuitive understanding,
Grasping essence
In the vivid light
Of an abstract reality,
Out of all this
Art is born.

Like a fossil, a relic of a long p ast time,
I ply my trade in tedious ways,
Create my precio�s jewels, lovingly and fine,
While automation slowly does my trade erase,
Yet till my last breath will I battle the machine;
For the conformity and artlessness of modern times,
I simply do not have the spleen.

The Stanford Graduate School of
Business Administration is for minoiity group students. l am workf
/!.
.1..Tll
O TY7
ing with a number of other recent
Alfred Charasz
graduates
of the Business School
Recently President Weaver has been the ta,rget 0f critin the New York area to bring this
· icisms from a few select circles. It's easy to criticize the man program to the attention of faculty
on top because the man o'.n top is the logical figure for_ attacks. and u1timately minority group stu
President Weaver himself does not feel that Baruyh IS a per- dents who are potential candidates.
feet institution for higher learning.But he is transforming Tliis special recruiting effort re
Peace on earth ...
shortcomings into p ositive actions and progress.New regis- su1ts from the realization on the
glow/warmth/love .
tration procedures are being experimented wit�. A�equa�e part of many of the students, ad
Nativity/Holy Family/Shepherds/Wise Men
elevator schedules are being developed.Vast curriculum revi- ministrators and faculty of the
family/friends/sharing ...
sions have been imp lemented. Starting next semester un- Stanford GSB that capable mem
cards/presents/ribbc,ms/glitter .
li:mited cuts. will be in effect for juniors and seniors.If this hers of disadvantaged minority
p oinsettia/berries/mfotletoe ..
present rate of progress continues, in four years Wharton group are not ihformed about or
fruit cake/egg nog ...
will be a second class school compared to Baruch!
aware of the opportunities which
sleet/snow/soot ...
And for Evening Session-EXCLUSIVELY-Dr.'Weaver business has to offer.Traditionally,
lights/red/green/twinkling .
,and Dean Dispenzieri huddled to imp lement cultural fi_lm members of these·groups who have
shopping/r:y.shing ...
programs next term. It was our President who came up with had the ability and opportunity to
fantasyland/sto1·e windows
go on to graduate schools have
the financial assistance for these films.
angel's hair/tinsel/stars ...
1
n�; Pt���
1s e1
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year Dr.Weaver.We
��
;at1!
�
Rockefeller Center/Wall Street ...
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Santa ·Claus/reindeeri/toys . , .
= )= = n= J;
= != ======== J ministry. The possibility of going
� 1·= = = = = = = = = l= 1
;::
j into business is seldom seriously
children/laughing/crying . ..
considered.The purpose of this
caroling/Salvation Army/co;y;ner Santas
program is to try to make mem
commercialism/office partie$ . .
bers of these groups aware of the
underp:i.:iivileged/�1;phans ., ..r
opport1mities which exist in busi
ness and provide them with the
unheate<1-mits/inhJ1manity .
means to succei:jsfully pursue _
Good wil1 t<rV1;a:ioJip meJJ. ...
career in business if they so desire.
, Maddalena Nappi
Stanford was quite happy with
the success of this program laiil\
The Psyc�ology :O:epartment is p�eased to annou?ce year (its first year). The number
an increase in the number of courses to be offered durmg of minority group students in the
entering class this fall was 25,
the evening for the Spring '70 term.
compared to I to 4 p'er year in
The courses to be offered are:
Our style is cool and hanging l@ose,
previous entering classes. The im
portant
aspects of the program
And life is for the present day,
Psychology \ 1-General Psychology (10 'sections)
are:
But
we forget the future years;
Psychology 55-Introduction to Psychopathology
1.The School requires that the
We let the chips fall where they may.
Psychology 56-Social Psychology
applicants take the Graduate
Psychology 59-Developmental Psychology
Board Test for Business Ad
There is a future to be planned;
ministration. Although the
( Childhood and Adolescence)
School is not too concemed
We cannot let it slip away.
Psychology 60-Developmental Psychology
with
the
test
scores,
the
We need committment in our plan;
(Adult Personality)
School does require that the
It's futile if we run away.
Psychology 6 7-Psychology of Personal Adjustment
candidates make at least a
score of 450 overall with at
Psychology 180-Vocational Psychology
least 25 in the quantitative
But time will pass and we'll be gone,
Psychology 181-Industrial Psycho'logy
section.
And our mistakes repeat each day.
Phychology 288-Psychology of Advertising
2. Concerning the draft status,
Perhaps demands for here and now
the School will write to the
Are all that's left in life today.
student's local draft board
The History Department announces the following
Cathi De Loiarro
asking for student deferment,
basic survey and elective courses for the Spring 1970 ,
but the school does not guar
season:
antee a 2S classification.
Basic Survey Courses:
3. Our group in New York has
History 1-Western Civilization I
decided ; that after m aking
initial contact with potential
History 2-Western Civilization II
candidates we would like to Oh, virgin consciousness
History 4-American History I (to 1865)
schedule
at least two inter
the entity is all
History 5-American History II (1865 to present)
views with each; one inter Will you forever elude me?
History 7-Asia and Africa
view in a surrounding as· in Will I ever embrace
formal as possible and the
History $---.Latin America
your simplicity
second in the more formal
Elective Courses:
surrounding of the office of
- Life you are my sensor
Prerequisite 6 credits in basic survey courses. (Iiis
one of the interviewers.
- You touched me jn virginity
tory 1 through 8) or permission of the History De
4. The school has provided ten
- But now I must remain a memory
openings in this special pro
partment. (Room 710A) Non-Mattie students must
- For virginity calls for dependency
gram (i.e. complete financial
also oli>tain such permission and will be allowed to
aid estimated at $10,000 per - And I must grant you the illusion of entity
register only if there is still room after qualified stu
student for two ye�s to Day of my night and God of the light
dents have registered.
gether with relaxed admission Together we now voyage
History 10-Afro-American History
requirements) so the compe
Through this mist of varied
tition for these openings may
History 41-History of American Foreign Policy
though� and mixed desire.
be severe.
History 5 7-History of American Jewry

De,ense
,

1

weaver.

1:;� c;;

;!cii�fn!

E c · ve Courses,
·Psyc ol' UJ, islorr

E. T. Buakholde1·

- Cesar Bujosa
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ART EXHIBITION
RICHiE HAVENS
The exhibitioJ1 of original paint
ings by Richie P. Havens, now on
view in the North Lounge, Stude'1it
Center, is of special inte:rest to
Baruch students who will be hear
ing him sing to them at this year's
convocat ion.
Entitled "When A S,inger Paints",
this small collection of pictui-es
presents usually what this fantas
tic singer expresses in his songs.He
],as been drawil1g all �is life, tm:n
to color when about 20, and paints,
he confessed, after he returns from
giving a concert - which is usually
3 or 4 in the mo1·ning - until
6, after ·which he goes to bed.
When asked why, as a singer, he
needed another form of expressi qn,
Riehie said that unless he has writ
ten a song himself, the visions only
come into his expression emotion
ally - the whole vision i� not
really there. When he wants to ex
press the whole vision the ideas
become paintings.
"A vision," Richie said, defining
his te:rm, "is like ai thought that
c·omes out of context - like dreams
in sleep, where the abstract and
the known world are jumbled to
gether. Actually the clearer the
sub-concious pattern, the clea1·er is
the vision.If your mind is clear,
you know what the vision means.
What it ·means in relation to the
universe. It is like day-drnam
ing," Richie continued, "the body
is 'motionless in its world existence.
Still. But the mind is moving in
its own· world, seeing things i�
doe$ not see if the body is moving.
Arid this is VISIONING (Rather
than VISUALIZING which {J part
of drawing and 'Wiiting). Day, dreaming is extending yourself into
this other world, leaving yourself
open for something to happen."
And, he continued, "It's· purely ex
tending yourself. Drugs are not
necessary. In true day-dreaming,
only the body is still."
Mr.Havens will appear at Baruch
_ Thurnday where he wm sing ·at the
amiual holiday convocation in the
irnditorium. This will be the third
time he has so honored Ba1uch,
and in return, he holds a top spot
in the affections of the students.

As Evening Session students, we at Baruch have, since
the inception of this division, been treated like step-children.
Part of the fault lies with the administration, part with the
faculty, and, unfortunately, part with ouTSelves because of
our apathetic outlook.The past year has brought many con
structive changes to the .Evening Division. The point is moot,
however, as to whether these changes have been through our
own doing, the administration's, or because of the trends
sweeping college campuses this year.
There axe many grievances that we evening students
have. One of those grievances is that the school administra
tion is not a worldng body after six o'clock at night.Some
times, as a token effort, a departmental representative or a
dean might l'emain in the school on one or two nights; how
ever, this is the exception rather than the rule. If a student
wishes to see someone after six o'clock to discuss a problem,
it is a virtual impossibility. There are many ways in which
this could be rectified - by protest, (an inconceivable idea
in the evening), by petition, or through the school news-.
paper.The following is just one way to bring this situation
to the attention of the school administration:
A VISIT FROM BOB WEAVER

'Twas the night before Christrqas, at Bernard Baruch,
Not an elevator moved, nor a page in a book.
The students were sleeping, with n'ary a care;
None of them thought that THE MAN would appear.
The faculty was teaching their nocturnal best;
Each member had visions of upcoming rest.
And we in our office, writing away,'
Trying to bed down The Reporter, that day.
When, then from the hall arose such a clatter,
We all rose as one to see what was the matter.
Our journalists' minds worked like a flash,
Our senses not dulled by ups, grass or hash.
Before us a story, Page One, did appear,
'Twas President Weaver, we trembled in fear.
What had brought THE MAN to school after six?
A bomb scare, a fire, or perhaps just for kicks.
And with him, like spirits, his Deans also came; ",
Re wheezed and shouted and called them by name:
"Hi Austin, Hi Saidel, Hi Dispenzieri;
On with it quickly, this mission is hairy.
Let's take the elevator - visit each floor;
Hurry, please hurry, and finish this chore.
With the children be gentle, do treat them mild,,
Remember an evening student is a 'step-child.' "
So into the elevator all four of them flew,·
All to spread joy - Bob Weaver did, too.
And when the ala�·m echoed throughout the shaft,
Each journalist with me, rolled as we laughed.
Had they listened to us - we told them qefore,
At night the elevators don't stop at each floor.
As all of you reading this poem surely know,
The stairs are the only way - if to class you must go.
THE MAN, full of anger, got off on eight;
He walked very briskly - for now he_yvas late.
And clenched in his teeth, a cigar he did ehew,
As he ran up the stairs - he actually flew.
He ran to his office on the sixteenth floor;
And he puffed, and he panted, as he open�d 'the door.
He told his chauffer, "Make ready the car,"
For he wanted to leave, and_ go away far.
"The students," he thought, "could wait till next term,
Then I'll speak to them all from the lectern,
For surely that will pacify them.
They couldn't think that they're 'step-children! then.''
He beamed and he gloated, and did radiate pride,
For his thoughts were happy as he started his ride;
But I thought he exclaimed as he drove out of sight,
"Merry Christmas my students - including th� night.''

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

1

ETC.... ETC� ...
This column, in keeping with the holiday spirit, would
like to, reprint a letter-to-the-Editor which was sent in -by
Miss Virginia O'Hanlon, AAS 5.
Dear Editor,
I am an AAS 5.
Some of my day session friends say there is no Evening
Session. Pappa says "If you see it in The Reporter, it's so.''
Please tell me the tr'uth.Is there an Evening Session?"
MY REPLY:
Dear Virginia,
Your day session friends are w�:ong. They have been
affected by the sk�pticism of a skepfa�l age. They_ do not
believe except what they see. They thmk that nothing can

,S'l'RUM YOUR WAY THRU
A VE;R,¥" Jv.'[ERRY CHRISTMAS
Folk Gui.tar with nylon strings
(case included without charge).
Ideal for Beginner, groovy for
Ft. Lauderdale ' winter vacation.
fun. '
This week only: $45. \
can OR 3_7,:700 Ext.247
fAfter 5:30 P.M.)

be which is not comprehensible to their little minds; Not.'
an Evening Session? You might as well not believe in San¼a
Claus. Thank God, Virginia, the Evening Session lives and
will live -forever. It lives through the staff of this newspaper; it lives because those in charge of the Department, of·
Student Life doth breathe lire 111to it; yea, it even lives
through Student Council, as ineffective ·as•they might be.
No, Virginia, your little frienels are wrorrg.·The,re is an Eve- r'---'-......---------,
nin,; Session . ..I 1.;1;1J.derstand that there was a movement
G.S.A. will conduct an open
afo�t ,to have the ,various school clubs enterta-i.n · us 'with\ meeting in the Oak Lounge.
Christmast Carols .. , how a.bout S.B.L. singing ."I'm Dream5:30 _ 6:30 P.M.
ing of a White Christma$_," @r perhaps a lively chorus by
7:30 - 8:30 P.M.
the I;Io:rpophile Society of "Don We_ Now Our Gay Apparel,"
W�dnesday, Dec. 17, 1969,
... Seriously, I hope all my readers1 enjoy their upcoming
Graduate Students will be
Winter Recess . . . Have a very happy holiday, and the -best
invited - Coffee & Cake
of New Year's... .
1

,_-----:--..,..�--:�---_-_-_-:.,_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-�---_
�

TIMELY TAX TALKS
The

ACCOUNTl�G \SOCIETY
Presen'ts

TWO 'GUEST ''SPEAKERS
FROM THE I. Ro S�
�
.

';\'

And

NEW YORK STA E,TAX DEPARTMENT
Marble Lounge
8:30 1 P.M.

(

DECEMBER 18
Refreshments
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Registration Sched_ule for Spring 1970

Wednesday, January 21
(OLD) I-P
8:00 P.M. Grad 10, l0P, lOE
5:30 P.M. 2 Sr.
(OLD) Q-S
6:00 P.M. 1 Sr.
8:30 P.M. Grad 10, lOP, l0E
6:30 P.M. Sr. Permits
(OLD) T-Z
7:0Q P.M. 2 Jr.
No
Undergrad or Non Matric
7:30 P.M. AAS 7
- registratio;n
8:00 P.M. 1 Jr.
Registration closes promptly at Registration closes promptly at
8:45 P.M.
8:15 P.M.
Wednesday, January 28
Thursday, Ja;nuary 22
*5:30 P.M. Grad Permits
5:30 P.M. 2 Soph & 1 Soph
6:00 P.M. Grad ·9, 9P, 9E
6:00 P.M. 3 Fr., 2 Fr., & AAS6
(NEW) A-G
6:30 P.M. AAS 5 (includes for6:30 P.M. Grad 9, 9P, 9E
mer AAS 4, 3, 2
(NEW) H-Q
7:00 P.M. OLD QNM H-Q
7:00 P.M. Grad 9, 9P, 9E
7:30 P.M. OLD QNM A-G
(NEW) R-Z
8:00 P.M. OLD QNM R-Z
7:30 P.M. Grad 10, l0P, !OE
8:30 P.M. Undergrad Permits
(NEW) L-Z
Registration Closes Promplty 3:t
8:00 P.M. Grad 10, 10P, 10E
8:4,5 P.M.
(NEW) A-K
Friday, January 23
8:30 P.M. Program Changes
(Grad)
*5:30 P.M. Entering Deg,:ee Can
*Grad Permit Students who have
didates (Bacc)
re.
c
eived
written approval from
*6:00 P.M. thru 7:00 P.M. Enter
ing Degree .Candidates the Graduate Office at the Baruch
College bef6re Monday, J.anuary
(QNM)
26, may proceed to the Auditorium
7:30 P.M. OLD NM M-Q
at 5:30 P.M. Other Permit Stu
8:00 P.M. OLD R-Sl
dents
see Thursday, January 29.
*Notified to register at specific
No Undergrad or No)1-Matric
time.
registration
Registration closes promptly at
Registration closes promptly at
8:15 P.M.
8:45 P.M.
Satu'trday, January 24·
Thursday,
January 29
9:30 A.M. OLD NM Sm-Z
5:30 P.M. All currently emolled
10:00 A.M. OLD NM A-D
students (Grad & Un
10:30 A.M. OLD NM E-G
grad) who missed
11:00 A.M. OLD NM H-L
registration January
Notified to register
21-28
11:30 A.M. thru 2:00 P.M. New
NM Specifically Noti 6:00 P.M. Permits (Undergrad)
6:30 P.M. Perm.its (Grad)
fied to register
7:00 P.M. New Non-Ma.tries who
2:00 P.M.
did not register as
2:30 P.M. PROGRAM
scheduled
CHANGES
Registration closes promptly at 7:30 P.M. New Non-matrics who
did
not register as
2.45 P.M.
scheduled
8:00 P.M. Entering Deg,:ee Can
Monday, January 26
didates who did not
5:30 P.M. Grad 4, 6, 7 (A-G)
register as scheduled
6:00 P.M. Grad 4, 6, 7 (H-O)
8:30
P.M.
Program
Changes
6:30 P.M. Grad 4, 6, 7 (P-Z)
7:00 P.M. Grad 8, 8P, SE (A-D) Registration closes promptly at
8:45
P.M.
7:30 P.M. Grad 8, 8P, 8E (E-K)
8:00 P.M. Grad 8, 8P, SE (L-R)
8:30 P.M. Grad 8, 8P, SE (S-Z) Friday, January 30
No Undergraduate or Non-Matric 5:30 P.M. New Non-matric and
all students (Grad &
Registration
Undergrad) who
Registration closes promptly at thru
missed
their scheduled
8:45 P.M.
8:00 P.M. registration date.
Tuesday, Jan�ary 27
Registration closes promptly at
8:15 P.M.
5:30 P.M. Grad 9, 9P, 9E (OLD)
A-K
6:00 P.M. Grad 9, 9P, 9E (OLD)
Late Registration and Prc;igram
L-Z
Changes
6:30 P.M. Gr3:d 10, l0P, lOE
Monday, February 2
(OLD) A-C
Tuesday, February 3
7:00 P.M. Grad 10, 10P, l0E
Wednesday, February 4
(OLD) D-H
Thursday, Februa,iry 5
7:30 P.M. Grad 10, lOP, l0E

Pl-ocement Offic·e B,egins
On C:ompus Recruitment

The Placement Office will begin to sign up members of
the Class of June 1970 and graduate students for the Spring
On-Campus Recruiting Program on Monday, December 15,
1969 in Room 407, RCA Building, 155 E. 24th Street. These
sign-ups will be on a first come first served basis. Inasmuch
as many of the firms on the scheduled will only be sending
one or thwo recruiters of the campus, it is important that
students interested in specific companies sign up as early
·•
as possible.
February 16
U.S. Social Seecurity Adminis
U.S. Central Intelligence Agency
tration
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
U.S. Federal Communications
Allied Stores Corporation
Commission
U.S. Navy Ships Store Office
February 17
Sears Roebuck & Co.
Bankers T111st
February 27
Raytheon Company
Dow Chemical Corporation
N.Y. State Banking Dept.
Boy Scouts of America
H. J. Heinz
Metropolitan Life, Ins. Company
February 18
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Penn Central System
Ohrbachs, Inc.
Trans World Airlines
March
2
Whitlow Computer Systems
N.Y.S. Insurance Dept.
February 20
United Merchants and
Burroughs Corporation
Manufacturers
Gimbels
U.S. Bureau of Narcotics &
Ruder and Finn, Inc.
Dangerous Drugs
N.Y.C. Deit. of Personnel
Lowenstein and Sons, Inc.
February 24
March 3
R.C.A. Corporation
February 25
New Jersey Dept. of Civil Service
Joseph E. Seagrams & Co. Inc.
Standard Oil of New Jersey
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N.Y.S. Dept. of Taxation
and Finance
March 4
R. H. Donnelley Corporation
March 6
Broomingdale's Dept. Store
Texaco
Concord Fabrics, Inc.
Guardian Life Insurance
March 9
St. Regis Paper
Shell Companies
Teachers Insurance & Annuity
Association of America
March 10
United Medical Seervice
(Blue Shield)
Aetna Life & Casualty Co.
First National City Bank
Shell Companies
March 11
Shell Companies
Standard Oil of Ohio
Mass Jaffe Associates
County of Westchester
U.S. General Service Administration
March 13
· Consolidated Edison Co.
Airco Co.rporation
Home Life Insura,nce Co.
Alexander's Dept. Store.
March 16
Western Union
March 17
Regional Administrator of
National Banks
Abraham & Straus Dept. Stores
General Dynamics
U.S. Security & Exchange
Commission
U.S. Dept. of Lab01·
Port of N.Y. Authority
March 18
Mobil Oil Company
Singer Company
Sfate, of N.Y. Public Service
Commission
Hunt-Wesson Foods
March 20
Otis Elevator Company
Bun-oughs Wellcome & Co.
March 23
Irving Trust Company
I.B.M. Corporation
U.S. Maritime Administration
March 24
Chemical Bank
April 6
Tl1e Bendix Corporation - Navigation & Control Div.
American Express Company
C.I.T. Corporation
Equitable Life Assurance Soc.
Manufacturers Hanover Trust
Company
Federal Reserve Bank of N.Y.
April 7
Alberto Culver Company
U.S. Dept. of Housing &
Urban Development
Beech-Nut, Inc.
Cities Service Oil Company
Stern Brothers
April 8
Army & Air Force Exchange
Services
New York Stock Exchange
Phillip Morris Inc.
Chase Manhattan Bank
E. F. Hutton & Company, Inc.
ApJJil 10
P1-inting Industries of Metropolitan New York.
Cone Mills Marketing Co.
Macy's Dept. Store
Brooklyn Union Gas Company
Franklin National Bank
Vogt Marketing Company
John Hancock Mutual Life, Inc.
April 13
Northwestern Mutual life Insur
ance Company
American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers
Johnson & Johnson - Personal
Product Division
April 14
Reeynolds and Company
Horn & Hardart Company
Walston & Company
Sun Checical
Blue Cross
April 15
Fred Bronner Corporation
Uniroyal Corporation
G. Fox and Company
U.S. Steel
Mate!, Inc.

EVENING SESSION
Final Examination Schedule - Fall 1969

SECTION II
EXAMINATIONS FOR ALL SUBJECTS LISTED BELOW WILL
BE HELD AT THE 23RD STREET CENTER. Conflicts must be re
ported to the Evening Session Office (See Bulletin Boa.rd Notice')
Conflict examinations will be held at 6:00 P.M. in Room 4 South.
6:15 P.M.

Monday, January 12, 1970

8:30 P.M.

6:15 P.M.

Tuesday, January 13, 1970

8:30 P.M.

6:15 P.M.

Wednesday, January 14, 1970

8:30 P.M.

6:15 P.M.

Monday, January 19, 1970

8:30 P.M.

6:15 P.M.

Tuesday, January 20, 1970

Acct. 205, 221, 262, 203, 204, 9701,
9782, Tax
Advt. 9725
Int. Bus. 9749
Int. Tr. 146
Mktg_ 210, 212, 219, 9714, 9718,
9719
Rt. 9731
Sec. St. 403-413, 4-11-11

Acct. 210, 222, 260, 8102, 9784 Tax
Advt. 129, 9726
Cred. 170
Fin. 20
Int. Bus. 9740
Int. Tr. 246
Mktg. 114, 9700, 9716, 9750, U750
Sec. St. 402-13, 4,04-13

Advt. 125, 9723
Ins. 280
Int. Bus. 9746
Int, Tr. 140, 147
:\'l.fktg. 112, 213, 9717, U717
Math. 51, 52, 53, 67, 152, 8000,
97
, 00Real Est. 190, 191, 9795
Sec. St. 405-415

Advt. 121, 123, 9701
Int. Bus. 9743
Int. Tr. 341
Law 101, 102, 103, 8100
Mktg.1 8100, 9711, U711
Real Est. 194, 9790

Advt. 120, 124, 9720, U720
Hum. Rel. 601
Mgt. 103, 215, U880, 9708, 9720
9721
Mktg. 211
Real Est. 9798
Ret. 9737
Stat. 9754

Int. Tr. 141
Mgt. 110, 220
Mktg. 9702, 9715
Real Est. 299
Ret. 134

Int. Tr. 247
Mgt. 228, 9700, 9702, 9706, 9716
Mktg. 110, 312, 9712
Ret. 130
Econ. 101, 102
Mgt. 127, 324, 327, 9715 '
Polit. 1
Stat. 9700, 9751, 9763

Advt. 9724
Mgt. 111, 129, 201, 306, 9713
Psych. 1
Stat. 15, 9709

Acct. 1.Ql
Mgt. 226, 9710
Stat. 8015, 7897, 9756

Acct. 102, 8100

I

-S:30 P.M.

CONFL.ICT INFORMATION
Students who have conflicting examinations (two or more) must
report such conflicts in Room 6 or at either of the centers no later
than Thursda , December 11, 1969.
Exams scheduled for Thurs. Jan. 15, 1970 have been cancelled to
Mon., Jan. 19, 1970.
Students �hould check Bulletin Board for further information,
shortly.

Herbert Levess & Co., CPA
February 17
Anch:in, Block & Anchin, CPA
Homes & Davis, CPA
February 18
Ernst & Ernst, CPA
Feberuary 20
Kohleriter & Spandorf, CPA
Jonice, Robbins, Green &
Sosnoff, CPA
Lybrand, Ross Bros. and
Montgomery, CPA
February 24
Oppenheim, Appel & Dixon, CPA
J. K. Lasser & Co., CPA
February 25
Richard Ae Eisner & Co., CPA
N.Y. State Department of
Audit & Control
February 27
Harris, Kerr, Forster & Co., CPA
March 2
\
Eisner & Lubin, CPA
Northeastern Distric - U.S.
Army Audit Agency
U.S. Dept. of Commerce Office of Audits
U.s: Gen. Accounting Office
March 3
Arthur Andersen & So., CPA
N.Y.S. Dept. of Taxation &
Finance
March 4
Haskins & Sells, CPA
Aronson & Oresman, CP A
March 6
S. D. Leisdorf & Co., CPA
March 9
Touche, Eoss & Co., CPA
Office of the Inspector General
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture
REMEMBER: On Feb. 5th, an On
Campus Orientation meeting will March 10
be held in Room 4 South, at
Kaufman & Mendelsohn, CPA
12:00 Noon.
Brout, Isaacs & Co., CPA
March 11
Feberuary 16
Puetterman, Rush, Gassman &
Shapfro, CPA
David Berdon & Co., CPA
EisMr & Lubin, CPA
Druckman, Hill & Co., CPA

U.S. Defense Contract Audit
Agency
MaFch 13
Loeb & Troper , CPA
Laventhol, Krekstein, Horwat
& Horv-ath, CPA
March 16
Richard A. Eisner & Co., CPA
Arthur Young & Co., CPA
Califo1·nia St&te Board of
Equalization
March 17
Clarence Rainess & Co., CPA
March 18
Main, LaFrentz & Co., CPA
March 20
Hurdman & Cranstou.n, Penny
and Company, CPA
Alexander Grant & Co., CPA
U.S. Internal Revenue Service
March 24
Johnson, Atwater & Co., CPA
Simonoff, Peyser & Citrin, CPA
Seidman & Seiedman, CPA
Price Waterhouse & Co., CPA
March 25
Seidman & Seidman, CPA
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Oo.,
CPA
Price Waterhous & Cp., CPA
April 6
Hertz, Herson & Co., CPA
April 7
Main LaFrentz & Co., CPA
April 8
Fred Landau & Co., CPA
April 10
Benjamin Botwinick & Co., CPA
April 14
Frendel, Brown & Weissman,
CPA
April 17
Jos ph S. Herbert & Co., CPA
Brach, Lane, Hartin &
Hirshberg, CPA
Gran et & Granet CPA
Schlossberg, Swidler, Sage &
Po.ner, CPA
Bechtel Co1pornt1on
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THE GRADUATE TEMPER
By CAVALIER
CAVEAT CANDIDATUS
As you may have noted, last week' s Reporter contained
an announcement of the Graduate Students Association' s
( GSA) upcoming election of a Board of Governors. The Asso
ciation' s constitution requires that this be held at a "con
venient" time, prior to commencement of the Spring semes
ter. Balloting will be held during the term hiatus.
You may also recall the corollary notice that nomina
tions could be submitted, shortly, for candidates to fill the
nine Board seats. With that point in mind, the following
is offered as warning to prospective nominators and
nominees.
The posts should not be considered lightly. Ideally, each
officer must have the time and inclination to devote a sub
stantial amount of effort to the requirements of the grad
uate community. There are no emoluments. Make no miscal
culations, if you're eyeing yourself or another for candidacy.
Anyone elected will face a number of inherent handi
caps. Foremost is the nature of the constituency. By far,
the majority of the students are not interested in getting
themselves involved and they sim- •
ply have no opinions one way or just don't know what the majority
another. They won't even be heaTd wants. Of course, this factor isn't
at the time of voting or thereafter. all bad either, especially if you're
Most are day laborers, night stu- a minor Caesar.
dents.
The complexity and Byzantine
,
The GSA itself is a product of nature of College politics will often
artificial ·insemination. Specifically, defy comprehension. There's the
it is the handiwork of the College's administration/faculty (adfac) to
administrators and a handful of contend with. It's difficult to dif
concerned students. Its creation ferentiate the two - professors
was not a consequence of ground- fill ad1ninistrative positions and
swelling recognition of need. This former ministrators are now teach
is not to discredit the Association, ing. Generally, they reflect stabil
its ideals, or its achievements - it ity and longevity whereas the stu
does exist and it does function.
dent is impatient and on the scene
Because of this vacuous founda- for a relatively brief spell. The
tion, anyone elected will find his student, in the historical context of
role more demanding of leadership College affairs, is like a man who
than of representative qualities. struck with a fresh attack of am
Decisions have to be made accord- nesia each week. The adfac is not
ing to personal ideals and inter- bothered with this proble111 of con
pretations rather than in response tinuity,
to the electorates wishes
you
Not that these people are hostile

I

or intransigent. The contrary is
the mood. They are uniformly well
intentioned and eager to listen.
Yet the patronizing aspect of the
fellowship is, perhaps, unavoid
able. Their arguments have the
"wealth of experience" for but
tressing, whereas, yours (if you're
a student official) will have little
more than seemingly unimpressive
demands of the moment - and
faddish ones at that.
There's the buck passing game,
too. It's been my experience that
one of the prime issues, money, is
one that none of us have control
over - not the adfac or the GSA.
But still you trash the former, be
cause they're at least within line
of-sight; but the problem really is
lodged at City Hall - "go tell it
to City Hall." Sure. Or maybe it's
at CUNY, SUNY, Board of Higher
Education, the State legislators;
or, maybe the culprit is-deficient
Congressional .appro:priations, or
skewed national priorities - like
maybe, yeap, you guessed it Vietnam.
Unfair Criticism
I got into that sort of swamp
last week in this column. In an
attempt to finger the culprit of
Barucj1's budget blues, I unfairly
focused on the wrong fellow Dean Emanuel Saxe, provost of
Baruch College during the crucial
period of severance from CCNY
(which occurred long before Jan
uary, '69). My irresponsible inti
mation was that his am·bitions
forced him to "surrender Baruch';
interests" for personal gains. I am
now convinced that nothing was
more distant from accuracy. Dean
Saxe is an individual of matchless
integrity and he's entitled to my
unequivocal apology.
Yet he's the first to admit that
Baruch has been "screwed." So do
other members of the adfac. But
nime knows who the arch fiend is.
As an official of the GSA, where
do you direct your salvo; against
whom?
Maybe the best course is to do
(Continued on Page 6)

Page Five
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ANOTHER FACE·

Barbara Pick

=;!J
L:::;;:;;;:;:a;=====;;;:;:a;================
Sunlight was beginning to seep through the shade in
Sue Ellen Mironer' s room. Mrs. Mironer gently kissed the
face of her child, to awaken her to this special day. In the
sparkling kitchen, now completely encaptured in the sun's
rays, Mr. Mironer was malting an effort to contain his
excitement for his daughter. The chimes of the kitchen
clock signalled that it was 8 o'clock. Mr. Mironer and Sue
Ellen talked with a mixture of trepidation and bravado. For
this was Sue Ellen' s second day in her new neighbo11hood;
but most momentously it w·as to be her first day in school.
Finally 8:30 arrived. Sue Ellen kissed her father good bye,
who was taking the train to work. Chatting briskly on the
way to school, Sue Ellen effervesced as a newly opened
bottle of champagne.

Arriving at the newly erected building, Sue Ellen' s
children went into the playground and played in their
groups. Sue Ellen smiled and laughed gayly while watching
the happy faces of her classmates. Abruptly the play ended
with Michael remarking, "What do you think YOU are
looking at?" Cold stares again greeted Sue Ellen. Everyone
gathered around and pointed his finger at the oddity in the
middle of the circle. "Look at her hair!." "Hey, her skin has
a funny color, I wonder if it smells." John stared in her
eyes and laughed, for he never saw that color in eyes. Sue
Ellen stood trembling, with tears streaming down her face.
Running, she collapsed like· a rag doll in a corner of the
yard.
When the noon bell rang, Sue Ellen ran home, as if
fire was placed under the soles of her shoes. She ran into
her room and looked into the mirror.
Her small hands cupped her heart-shaped face. Peering
intensely into her blue eyes, she started to comb her silk,
sheen, fine, long blond hair that made her ivory skin even
lighter.
Thoughts were flowing in her mind. What is wrong with
me? Why am I so different from everyone else? Why am
I so ugly? Will I always be strange, different - and wrong?!

I I
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EVENING STUDENTS
COME TO THE

PINATA PARTY
CONCERT BY

MEXICAN BAND
AND

BREAKING OF THE
TRADITIONAL PINATA
TUESDAY, DECEMBER -16th
MARBLE LOUNGE

5: 15 - 6: 15
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A TACK!
By PAUL GUZZARDO

Wed,nesday, December

Graduate Temper . . .
(Continued from Page 5)

nothing, to let it all ri de. But
don't con dition s call f or a careful
examination of the status quo an d
the eventual adoption of new and perhaps "better" - ap-
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OPINI

I'--------

By ZAVE UNGER

==================-' proaches?
Th� Senate's rejection of Clement Hayn1sworth, PresiI For the moment, g duate stu
m
dent
Nixon's nominee to fill the Supreme Court seat left
THE RISE OF THE FOURTH REICH
dent r epr esentatives have little to
work with; f ew options. Th e GSA vacant by the resignation of Abe Fortas earlier this year, has
ByPAUL GPZZARDO
ists because the adfac finds it provided great insights into both the Presidential and the
The price of milk has increased again. The dollar is uexseful;
students sit on boards be.
.
.
becoming more worthless than ever. The cost of living is cause of the a dfac's largess not Congressional
Imes and patterns of thought with regard to
skyrockrting.Many people have two jobs in order to survive out of any recogn ition_ of the the Presidential nomination of men to
hicrh
crovernmental
.
in this nation. There is unrest at college compuses. There farmer's fun damental "nght" t o offices.
/
are a handful of radicals that are causing so much trouble an equitable voice. But this will
chang
in
t
i
me.
e
Congressional hostility towards the Haynsworth nomina
at schools. The society is fearful that these radicals are
A chief obstacle i s that the stu - tion stemmed from two basic sources. First, Haynsworth's
_Communist and there should be plainelothesmen law enforce- dent
has not a s yet 'i dentified him- unethical conduct while on the F-ourth Circuit
Court of
,rnent officers disguised as students to apprehend them. The self or his r elationship to the
Commie radicals should be crushed. The taxes are on the whole e ducational process. At last Appeals angered members of Congress immensely. This,
m
so,
e
because
T
the
of
a
d
lingering overtones from the recent
rise and there is 110 relief in sight. lt appe:;1,rs that the middle hurs y's Wollman s,ries panel or
discussion, a formidabl� Albert Fortas controversy. In fact, it is quite conceivable, if not
. class is being obliterated cmµpletely. Soon there will be just Shanker preache d that in the
af
probable,
that
the
Senate
would never have applied such
the rich and the poor.Newspapers are slanting news atticles.
ive b
0
t high ethical standards
to Haynsworth's record if the Fortas
1 01: ���� se e ����lf�s �!
·Public opinion must be biased to the men who are in pdwer
at the time.There are clashes between racial groups. Does empl oyee and, conc omitantly, that case had never arisen. This, simply, because Haynsworth's
a dministration is · management. actions while on the bench were far worse ,than anything
. this all sound fall}iliar to you? Is this America in the year the
He muSt ac�o":'ledge_ the adver- ,Fortas ever did. Haynworth joined in a decision favoring
a
1969? No, it is not America that I have described above. It is
t
s
Germany, 1932, when the Nazi party and a man named �:�·:f;t��� ��:n�1;\� u s:�-� certain textile company.Later it was disclosed that at the
Shank�r pounded at the theme of time he was a director of a vending machine company,
Hitler came into power.
The strange thing is that America is headed in the same self-re:3-liza!i on ha d _an almost "Caro,ina Vend-aMatic," a company that had considerable
business with this textile firm.To make matters worse at
'direction as Germ.any did three and a half decades ago.The GaDcllnan rmg (to a pomt.).
Someone's got t o do this for a recent Senate hearincr Haynsworth admitted that u�til 1
· time is ripe for a fascist dictator to take over the nation.
.
graduate students - for students 1963 h
· ;i a d'irec
e remamec1
� A person like Spiro Agnew is needed to stir up the silent periods. 1 don't know, perhaps the
"'tor of C.aro1·ma Vend -a-Mat·1c, e:7en
"Fascist" majority( like he is doing today. There has never stu dent should see himself a s a though at another Senate hearmg, a few months earher,
been democracy in this nation and there will never be customer and ' start wondering he had specifically stated, "... of course, when I went to the
- aesthetic :3-nd practical bench (in 1957) I resigned all business associations I had,
<lemocracy until the system is overthrown. Prejudice and quality th
e merchandise. But_ you
of
.enslavement Of mi·nori·ty g·r·oups ha,,' e always existed in n-eed an alert, rather than an ert, directorships
.
. '.and things. of that sort."
. Worse yet! in another
America. When the Pilgrims came to America in the sdven- electorate. The problems aremfor- rulmg, this time favormg Brunswick Corporation, Haynsworth bought the company's stock, on his broker's advice,
teenth century, they plundered the Indians and stole their midable.
before the decision was made public.
1and and burned people who ,had different views, as '}'itches. Et sequens
Whenever any different religious group emigrated to Amer- For th ose of you who, like me,
Second, Northern Congressional ·liberals were very hosHow can the Constitu- have only s een Shanker 011 the tube tile towards President Nixon's selection of a Southern conica there would be discrimination.
.
'
in
the
gl
oomiest of m oods, I can
tion be a free loving democratic document when i· t d eme· d test ify that he can smil e and did servative. Together, these two items served to defeat the
. the rights and freedom of the black man and the poor. Our so on numerous occasions, at last Haynsworth nomination.
·,'history books are slanted at a "right" angle. E,ven at the Thurs day's Wollman discussi on ...
The President had supported Haynsworth's nomination
,turn of the century and well into the twentieth century im- ���J!lo �i
it{EiI� 7i}� throughout the extended controversy, at one point even
o
a
G
discriminated
were
people
migrants and the poor and city
the Colleg e's graduate community going as far as saying, that he would not withdraw Hayns
against by the "true" American citizen.
this Wednesday, from 5:30 to 6:30 worth's nomination even if Haynsworth himself would ask
But the silent majority is ignorant of these facts.The and again from 7:30 to 8:30 in him to. The President obviously felt he had more at stake
silent majority are the sheep of the nation. The sheep are the Oak Lounge. G o find out who than just a nomination. He made it seem as if the i:>restige
elegates ar e and what's been
becomino- restless and need to be reassured by the shepherd ydoonure dsinc
of the entire party was on the line.(It is interesting to note
e laSt May.
and must dispose of the "odd" black sheep. Agnew is the one
that 17of 43 Senate Republicans, including three members
who is leading this flock of sheep to his wolf's cave�of neoof the GOP leadership voted against the nomination.) President Nixon's seemingly blind support of his nominee seems
fascism.He wants to devour the South and their demonstraDANTE SOCIET Y
tions and love, and he wants to ,bury _all the "effete snobs"
completely unwarranted when it was fairly obvious weeks
s
Fascism
of
roots
the
see
can
one
��� ;:: :�:.t�:!:��� � :�; ago that Haynsworth wasn't considered worthy of the job
and dissenters. Already
a
i
Da
of
first
th
trial,
political
a
is
There
o.
g
taking place in Chica·
by the Senate majority.However, it is mu·ch simpler to un
E;
many to come. This is the city where hundreds of mnocent · 011 Dec.19• 1969 at 7:oo P.M. on derstand President Nixon's relentless support of Hayns
"hippies" were brutally assaulted and beaten and clubbed the thir d floor of the stu dent worth, when one understands the Presidential view of nomi
by the Chicago "pigs." No one escaped without a bruise or Center.
Enj oy dancing with your fel- nations.The President obviously feels, and rightly so, that
a bloody head; not even the ]).ews repoi�ters.
he has the right to appoint any man he chooses to assist him
w
o
l
stud ents, along with fine in fulfilling his constitutional objectives.
When will freedom loving people realize how far the
He has a right, if
Don't
Italian
s.
nal
o
ood
f
iti
d
tra
nation has gone to the right? Yet we are still drifting in
not a duty, to select a ma:i;i who has the same political philos
win
may
to
u
o
Y
forget
!
e
com
suffer
that direction. Who will be the minority group to
ophy as he does, so that they might work together in harunder the American Fascists''might? Will it be the Blacks or one of our many prizes.
mony and goodwill for the benefit of the country.Congress,
needs
society
that
will it be the Jews ·again? Do not forget
therefore, has no right to question a nominee's ideologies
a scapegoat to exist and America especially needs one. Amerand vote against him because of that. That is obviously an
,�ill
and
nation
a
as
creation
its
since
ica has had scapegoats
abuse of the power vested in the Congress by the American
continue with this philosophy until it destroys itself, which
people's faith in their President. This is what President
is sooner than you think. With all these .repressive things
Nixon meant when he said afteT Haynswo1·th's defeat,
happening in the United States it may someday change its
the criteria J s.h.all a1wly .. . as was the case in the
name to the Fascist States of America. Let's make a left
nomination of Judge Haynsworth, will be consistent with my
1------------- commitment to the American people before my election as
turn toward democracy and freedom.
-------- -�--__:_------------:c-- erate on the Open Enrollment pol- P,resident a year ago.' However, what Mr. Nixon fails to
icy. He sugge sted that apportionment w ould be difficult, due to the understand is that Congress was not basically against the
cut in the budget, and delay on conservative ideology, but Haynsworth's ethical lapses. How
starting effectively on our Liberal can a man be nominated to the highest court in the country
Arts Program. He also stated that
(Continued 011 Page 7)
the College will have to solve its
present problems of the current
S
By GARY MEISEL
student body; such as what t o d o
A semi-monthly meeting with Dr. Robert C. Weaver, with the Non- Matriculate d stu
Pi·esident of Baruch College was held on December 9th, 1969. dent an d Qualified - Non - Matr:ic
tudents. They will b e retained by
Dr. Weaver pointed out, that when a new Dean of sall
means, but in what capacity, is
Students is selected, he would be a 9-5 a,dvisor.Well, here questionable.
we are again, without representation. Our committee was I posed to the President a ques
by Larry Kali h
tion on structure of required
established to select a dean, and i •
Many evening session accounting students are disturbed
useless since we would like the and the President was asked by courses of the Evening Student,
forthco�ning Dean to represent n ot Cathi De Loiarro, what would be based on my observations at the over the fact that many of the topics included in the CPA
only day . . . but evening as well! done about this problem. The Pres- USAES (United States Assoc. of
In the Presi dent's remal'ks, he ident wa s informed that lack of Eve Students) Conference held in exam are not covered in their accounting courses at Baruch.
state d that most of the functioning faculty and houl's left little time Washington, D.C. this past week.
Some of the accounting faculty feel that the students
adminis tration i s patte111ed the for evening students to discuss I suggested that students who have should be taught accounting for practical
use in the field
sam e way. Where does this leave their objectives and course of study basic knowledge of the Accounting
at the college. Many students are courses, for instance, be allowe d and not for preparation for an'
the Evening Session?
Dean Dispenzieri, is our only top not able to make necessary ap- to tak e an exemption examination, exam. Students counter this rebut- majors are asking tha t Acct. 271
official staying in the Evening at pointment s for advisemen t due to an d take substitute d courses that ta! with the fact that many ques- be gi ven at night. This is a review
the present time, although most complete booking in Room 305. The woul d meet their needs and fur tions given on the CPA test do course of the highlights of t.he ac
President advised us that this mat- ther j ob objectives. In this way you
of his work is done in the day.
counting curriculum. Replies on
may be able to take that computer pertain to field problems.
Many students are having dif- ter would be looked into.
Specifically, many accounting this matte r are invited.
The President was asked to reit(Continued on Page 8)
guidance;
ficulty with curricular
0
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Night Students Want CPA
Geared Accounting Courses
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Dante Society Tops Off
First Successful Season
By TONY SOMMA

Baruch's Italian Club plans to end its most successful term

with a Gala Christmas Party.

The party will be held on December 19, 1969 at 7 P.M.

on the entire third floor of the Student Center. According

to Mary Ruiz, Club Presidentt, who expec� a large turnout,

traditional Italian Foods and Pastries will be served along
with other refreshments. Mrs. Ruiz also stated that prizes

will be given to lucky winners and that there will be dancing.

Opinion ...

(Continued from Page 6)
unless his honesty and integrity are unimpeachable? Mr.
Nixon's selection of a man whose honesty and integrity are
in doubt causes one to wonder about the criteria used in the
selection. It seems Mr. Nixon has his sense of priorities mixed
up if he places his "Southern strategy" ah�ad of �he_ �upreme Court. r:r:he Supreme Court, as the h1�hest Jud1c1al
01·gan in the nation, should be looked up _to with n�spect by
the American people, not frowned upon with total disrespect.
We encourage response to this column, so if you have

any response whatsoever, write it do�, put it in an enve

lope addressed to: Zave Unger c/o Student Center, Box 914,
4th floor, and bring it to the main lobby of the Student
Center.

Baruch College Sends
11.S.A.E.S. Delegation
By GARY MEISELS

During the weekend of Decemebr 5-7, 1969, the annual
conference for the United States Association of Evening
Students was held in Washington, D.C., in connection with
the Galaxy Convention on Adult Education.
A delegation from Baruch College was sent to this con· ne_probl�ms E ven- •
�eren c e, to exaim
.
.
mg Students face m their respec- sesslOn o1'Jentated·, and cannot be
tive Colleges. Many Campuses rea�hed in the evenil:g to- solve
from around the country were rep- then· needs. Tl}e_ everung studen,t
resented. W e learned that m any is treat ed to a second- cla ss eduof our problems are inte1·-related. cation. 'Phe opinions of the stuThe adm inistration bodies of the dents relll,ted this problem, among:;;t
various colleges al'e basically clay other prob}ems we shl}re across

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1

AOBOSS
1. Handspread
iS. Hay, gratn.
or cotton
f, Headllne
name of
Aug. 6, 194�

11. Sprinkling

powder
12. Skillful
U. House wing
115. Jollity
and joy
16. Four
o'clock
mterlude
1T. J'olson
18. Tropical
fruit ·
20. Peer: abbr.
21. Type of
type
ea. Sala mander
25. Took to
the surf
26.Not that
29. Under
world god
81. Brute
32. Time in
history
84.German
port city
36. Behold
87. Land
measures
39. Electrified
particle
40.Jolt
41.Tel!
43. Sand hill
'14. Shortlegged dog
46. Keep the
rules
47. Keat's
t;orte
DOWN

l. Not deep

I.Medical
tablet
& Certain
trajectory
4. Negative
reply
15. Metamorphosis
6. Make
fun of
1. Fail to
mention
8. Faded,
as color
10. Eschew
11. Woman's
weapon
13. Cologne
water
15. Enthusiast
18. A First
Lady

19.On
Today's Answer
many
I 3 a o• 300•
occaI a N n Hi SH :J .,, a•
sions
3Nn O• 3 .L,,, , 3 .,1
22. Dement• ".,, r.N 0 ,. s ""''
0 ,. N3 a,.. 311 :JSI
ed
30 S I 0
24. Arabic J.S s"
I HJ.
letter
.L 3 N'lf"" �!I
27. Vannam 0 0 N'<11N•, 111
couver, .,, 3 .LlllN n alll 7 1 31
3 1 I Sl'<1 H :l 7 '<1 .LI
Bali,
""I H SO >I I HII
Timor, • d 0 "::, NVd sm
etc.
28. Word with 38.Generous
cut
keeper
40. 30 days
or house
30. Blacksmith 42. Fearless
flyer
31. Hogan
43. It didn't
32.Grill's
explode
associate
45. Exclama
33. Belief
tion
35. Performs

.

"""'

-

our country in Evening Session.
D eans are not available in the
evening for services that are vital
to the students. Most of the faculty, administration and Student
Personnel Services a1·e not available to the Evening Student.
Other pertinent problems discussed were related to cour se of
stud y an d transferability of cr edits. Most of us work during the
day as professionals in variou s
fields of work; yet when we co me
to college at night, we are forced
to take a coU1·se so basie, and ti me
consuming, that we are dis-interested in th e progrnm taken. An
Evening Stu dent shoul d take
coU1·ses of advance nature, and
consideration of exem ption from
basic colll·ses be granted dm·ing his
cour se of study, without taking unnecessary com·ses. Transferability
of cred its should be recognized by
Evening Colleges, for the long
hoU1·s put in to obtain credits re-

;:��� !�. ��::�

S: s��;e;� t;�:��
1
,
·fers from one campus to another,
1e
d
�� ;�� :f:1· �h�: c�:i-��:
d
t
t
the s ame outline of the other campus, with loss of time and effort
to obtain a degree in his specialization.
The major problem that all evening students face is the availability
of guidance services. Faculty in
the Evening th:i-t are full-time instmctor s_ (not Just for one term ),
.
and cons_1deratio?s on courses tak��
by Evenrng session student at then
1
respecti.Ye colleges.
Baruch College is a member of
the USAES, and as it has participated for many years in thi s organi_zation. We feel that the Evening Students is being neglected and
not recognized. We should speak
out, and not let this problem pass
us by. The USAES has strived
for many year s to focus on these
essential problems, and we, for the
first time were able to voice om·
expressions with the OTHER Adult
Educators of America for the fir st
time at this convention . I believe
that the Evening Students wh o attended this conference from aci-oss
the country made a step in the
right direction, and are finally going to stand up and be counted, in
the f utlll.e.
h

!��:
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GIVE PEACE A CHANC
By FARRELL NESSON

PEACE ON EARTH fERSUS CHRISTMAS

It's that time of year, friends. People are talking abou ·
Peace on Earth, and Good Will Toward Men again. All pe
pie, be they black, white, Republican, Democrat, Birchite, o
�
Socialist, are love- and peace-happy. People who are not even
Christian, including atheists, have the bug. After all, one
need not be Christian to believe in a world with no wars except those on poverty, cancer and smoking. Therefore,
since this appears to be a universa1<->-------------
celebration (most religions have stniction industry, gets a cut in
their equivalents, at about the srune federal funds of 75%? Peace on
time, too), and since it is the most Earth? Good Will Towards Men?
favored one at that, it can be sai d Not there!
that it alm ost epitomizes the most
How mruiy times has the ques
significant aspect of man. Ju dging
tion been asked, "Why can't' peo
by this universal celebration, it pie practice the joy and love of
looks as though man is a pretty Christinas all year 'round?' How
'
decent cr eature. After all, his mo.st many times has it been wondered
co mmon and revered holiday sings why Pe e on Earth must be
iy:
the praises of and foSters the ideal preached_\
and
practiced
only
of Love and Peace throughout the around December 25 of each year
world. How b eautiful is man and and not the rest of the 364 ays?
cl
hi s dr eam s.
Why, indeed? The answer is, these
ideals are being preached and pracBULL!
Where were all the Peace-on- ticed and championed all 365 days
t
�arvmiks whent esiclent Jo:��·
o
�/���;�{i; t�!;���� �
0 ;
::n!1:ve�-�:if a mi�t�: �rller: in� W ashington, D.C. Look at t he
to a Janel divided against its will, marches and demonstrations of
and which wanted to bring its peo- October and the past years. Look
pie back together again? Where at all the stu dents, teachers, doc- ·
were all those who spend money tors , art ists, lll,Wyers , scientists
left and right for cards and gifts and other Americans who love
for people whom they could take their nation, who see its errors,
or leave while they do nothing and who wish to correct them.
when c�ps bash in the h el).ds, Remember the loyal' opposition,
not of Communist s and radical s, the dissenter s against a war that
but 15- and 16-year-old middle i s wrong politically, socially, eco
class boy s and girls, many of nomically, legally, morally, almost
who m had pru:ticipated positively any way you wi sh to look at it.
in the political campaigns of Sen. These are the ones who- are m ak
McCm-thy and Sen. K ennedy? ing Christmas live the year 'round
Where were those who buy United These. are the ones who not only
Nations' UNICEF cards each year, say "Peace on Earth" and "Good
when the Nixon aclmi)'listration, will Toward Men" around Christwhich promised a quick end to the ma s tim e, but throughout the year.
war in Vie tnam and a build-up on -then live it!
the wars against poverty and
When you buy and send out yolll'
prejudice, stated that even when Metry Christmas cards, just" rethe Vietnamese butchery is over, member the loyal opposition, those
better than 60% of the federal who want to see a world: where
budget will continue to go to the tJi.e ideal s ot Christmas are not
military indust1ial complex. Where a one-clay w1sh, but a per manenli
are those who give to the "100 state of affair s. Their ideals a.r e
Neediest Cases" in the New York high, their courage strong, their
Tim
t th s
t· e loYe almost without end. And revh"l
the ��l�
. '��ic: offe�s �::ks irh � member, all they are saying is:
mos t ob pos 1"bTt·
1 1 1 es, th e conGiv e · Peace a Chance.
_ _ __ :_-J_ :_:_ _�_
_ _ -:.,-:.,- _ _______
..:__---_
__ -_--_
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own

thing
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If you're constantly bored with
conventional teaching methods, feel
that yoU1· environment has s tifled
much of yolll' creative pot ential,
and realize that if things don't
change soon you'll go stark rav
ing ma d - RELAX!!! There's an
oppo1-tunity right here at Baruch
to escape from the ordinary and
do your own thing.
The college bulletin calls it the
Honor s Research Progra m - It
s hould be known as OPPORTU
NITY UNLIMITED. The program
will afford you an opo1-tunity to
unleash yoU1· creative energies, ex
plore unknown realms of business
endeavour, or find out what really
makes Am erica's industry tick.
Sound interesting? That it is and much more! Successful comple
tion of the Honor s R eseru·ch Pro
gram requirements which entail
INDEPENDENT RESEARCH as
signments under the guidance of
qualified advisors in yolll· field of
specialization, can mean the award
ing of yom· degree at commence
ment with SPECIAL HONORS in
your field of study, admi ssion to
a gTaduate school you never
dreamed of, top swnmer or full
time em ployment - maybe even
fame and fortw1e. It 's done all
these tirings for those fortunate
enough to have participated in the
program in the past.
The pr�gram is open to all ma
triculated students. If you think
you've got what it takes and would
(Continued on Page 8)
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MARIANNE FAITHFUtlL as Ophelia
Executive Producers
MARTIN RANSOHOFF •nd L[cSLIE LINDER
Produced by NEIL HARTLEY
Directed by TONY RICHARDSON
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Evening Hoopsters lose Fourth Straight
Defeated By NYC Community College
By BURT BEAGLE

Remedies Needed·
- We Keep losing

The Baruch Evening Session basketball team is seeking
Giving away too many easy baskets on second and third chances and committing numerous turnovers, the Baruch Evening Session basketball team went down to its fourth some strong medicine to end its four-game losing streak.
They hope to find the right prescription Friday night
straig�t defeat Friday night as it lost to New York City Community College Evehing,
�--- ------ --- --------=:_____:..:. when they host the Columbia College of Pharmacy at 7:30.
, 87-65, m Hansen Hall
The Bees have now won f our
straight after an opening game loss
t o Harlem Pi:ep. Baruch is 0-4.
Baruch was at a considerable
disadvantage in rebounding. New
york Community had a strong
group of leapers. They were able
to control the defensive boru·d and
pitch out t o a guard who had
broken downcourt as soo n as a
Baruch shot went up.
When the home club was back
on defense the Bees tossed up
shots from long range. Except for
L ouis Torras who hit well from
outside, they missed consistently.
But they got a second or third
shot until they made the basket or
were fouled.

Community Scores
Actually they wound up with
only four more field goals than
Baruch while taking 17 more shots.
They tried 107 shots, one less than
the Hansen Hall record. The big
edge came at the foul line and in
the turno vers. NYCCC converted 19
of 36 charity tosses while. Bru- uch
made just 6 o f 18. Baruch gave up
the ball 36 times on tumovern to
only 17 for the Bees.
Despite being on the short end
o f most of the statistics, the Baruch team managed to stay in the
game f or the fiTst 30 minutes
trailing only 66-55 at that point.
In the next six minutes Baruch
scored only two points while the
visiters got 13 and that settled the
issue.
Baruch started fast as Alan Portnoy and Sigmond Fried made it
6-0. They stayed ahead for six

minutes before Torres hit a hot
streak that put NYCCC aliead 1612. Jump shots by Fried and Bill
Walker evened the game at 22all. Free throws by Lonney Sal
ley and Torres gave the visit ors
the lead by three, but Jerry Cohen
scored on a drive to bring Baruch
within one. Then the Bees stung
Baruch with a run of 16 straight
points.
In the final minute of the half
Baruch scored three quick baskets
by Cohen, Mike Dercautan and
Fried to close within 41-30.
The strong offensive rebounding
o f Portnoy and John Sopack kept
Baruch in the game at the start
of the second half. Two straight
baskets off offensive boards by
Portnoy brought the score to 4553. Community ran off seven more
in a row before Sopack hit a couple
of o ut�ide shot�. Baruch ?as within
11 pomts _until they hit an other
drought midway through the hl!lf
and fell hopelessly behind.

The box score:

Baruch Evening
G F P
4 0 8
Cohen
l O 2
Dercautan
5 0 lO
Fried
I 2 4
Healy
I O 2
Honig
Ortiz
l O 2
7 l 15
Portnoy
9 2 20
Sopack
Sumner
0 0 0
Tountas
0 0 0
I O 2
\Valker
Total

30

5 65

NYCCC Evening
G F P
Brown
7 5 19
Bulger
3 3 9
Copeland
2 0 4
Guy
0 0 0
Lee
5 3 13
Salley
4 3 11
Torres
11 2 24
WiJllams
1 2 4
Wilson
I l 3
Valdes
0 0 0

Total

34 19 87

Baruch Evening
30 35 - 65
· NYCC (Evening)
41 47 - 87
Free throws missed: Baruch (13) Fried 3, Portnoy 4, Sopack 3, Walker,
Healy 2. NYCCC (17) - Torres 4, Wil
son, Copeland 2, Lee, Williams 2, Guy,
Brown 3, Salley 3.
Off!c !als: Sid Bronsky and Julie Le
vine.

Honors Research • • •

(Continued from Page 7)
like to know more about the pro
gram, there'll be an honors project
presentation Tuesday, December 16
at 2 P.M. in the North Lounge of
the Student Center. Attend _ It
could change your whole life!
Sopack High Scorer
If you can't attend .,_ please
Sopack led Baruch with 20 points contact Prof. Samuel Ranhand or
and grabbed 12 rebounds. Portnoy your Department Chairman.
had 15 points and 12 rebounds.
Fried got all 10 of his points in
the first half while Captain Jen-y
Cohen had only eight for his poor
(Continued from· Page 6)
e!it scoring effort of the year.
course you. wanted or audit course
Torres led Community with 25 in place of Accounting 10'1 and
points and six assists. Lewton 102, that some students do not
Brown, who played only briefly in really need. This could apply in
the first half, scored 19 points aU other majors also, such as; En
in the second half. Henry Lee had glish, Speech, Math, and Science.
13 l;)Oints and 15 rebounds; Salley The President was in favor if a
would be supl?orted by
11 points and 17 rebounds and Stan
Copeland 14 rebounds.

Weaver...

���;t:_m

This will be the first meetin� •
between th� teams. C?lumbia Phar- Portnoy averaged only three points
macy was Just orgamzed last year. a game and five rebounds.
This year they have a 2-4 record
He started this season 16 pounds
!soing . into l�st Sa�urday's g8?1e lighter and it has made a big dif
m Philadelphia agamst the Phila- ference. In his last two starts he
delphia College of Phru:macy.
has scoretl 38 points, hitting from
They have defeated Webb Insti- both inside and outside, and
tute twice, and lost t o the Baruch grabbed 22 rebounds. Portnoy is
Day Session, the Fashion Institute, averaging 13 points and nine re
Kingsborough Community and Al- bounds for the year.
Sopack joined the team last year
bany Pharmacy. Since they don't
have a home court the Pharmacists and averaged 12 points a game and
9 rebounds. He was the leading
have been playing on the road.
For the first time this year the reb ounder_ although bei�g only
Evening team will not be giving 6�1½_. Thi� year he_ has increased
away height to the oppo sition. The his figures to 15 pomts and 10 re
Lions tallest starters are 6-2 Miles bounds per game.
Slater and 6-2 Richard Thornton, . Completing the _Baruch sta1·ting
although they could move 6-3 lmeup are Captam Jerry .C ohen
and Sigmon? Fried, both 6-10 ru1d
Braum Trauner into the lineup.
Ge ru·o Ortiz, 6-5. Co�en, one of
.
The other starters are Ed Papa- Bruuch
� ,s
all-time !eadmg scorers
zian and Lorenzo Davenport, both nd
.
plarroakers, lS _leadmg
the
6-10 and Joe Chido, 6-3. Top re- :
e8?1 wit� an 18-pom t average.
serves,...are Bernie Marquis and J oe
�ried,
a
f!rst-year
player, is also
Dora.
m double figures with 10 per gan1e.
Against the Day team, ColumBaruch's bench strength consists
bia stayed close in the first half of Jeff Honig, Bill
Walker,
(trailing 36-32) due t o the fine Tountas and Mike Dercautan Bill
. Der
rebounding and shoo ting of Slater. autan, � regular f or
two years,
.
He scored 16 points in the first 7Just reJomed
the team last week
half, but g ot into f oul trouble and after recovering fro
m a
spent much of the second half on jury. The 6-1 center was back in
the second
the sidelines. He wound up with leading reb ounder last
year.
o
reb ounds, but Ba-1
��ch :!! ���6J_
Allan Portnoy and John Sopack
will be counted on to give Baruch
the edge off the Boards. Portnoy,
Friday, December 19
the tallest regulru· at 6-3, is hav
ing his finest year. After playing
North Lounge
for two seasons, he spent the next
6:00 P.M.
two in the army. He returned last
year, but never did get into shape.

r=======--==:::::::::====:

YAF ELECTIONS

"WHEN A SINGER PAINTS"
see the exhibition of
¼J

ORIGINAL P·AINTI.NGS
by

BICBIE BAVENS
December 1S Thru 23 • North Lounge, S.C.

